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Abstract
We study the existence of one-dimensional localized states supported by linear periodic potentials and
a domain-wall-like Kerr nonlinearity. Themodel gives rise to several new types of asymmetric
localized states, including single- and double-hump soliton profiles, andmultihump structures.
Exploiting the linear stability analysis and direct simulations, we prove that these localized states are
exceptional stable in the respective finite band gaps. Themodel applies to Bose–Einstein condensates
loaded onto optical lattices, and in optics with period potentials, e.g., the photonic crystals and optical
waveguide arrays, thereby the predicted solutions can be implemented in the state-of-the-art
experiments.
1. Introduction
Periodic potentials (structures) arewell-known and commonly used in physical science, amongwhich
undoubtedly themost familiar case is the crystal lattice in solids [1, 2]. In fact, we can say, without exaggeration,
that themost intriguing feature of such periodic system is the emergence of forbidden band gapswhere the
waves pertaining to the corresponding wave spectra are not permitted to transmit. Because of the existence of
resonant Bragg scattering from the periodic structures, such spectral gaps, in particular, give rise to a strong
destructive interference ofmultiple reflections of waves, and accordingly, can greatly constrain thewave
dispersion and diffraction in nature [3]. The control of wave dynamics in periodic potentials, during the last
decades, has aroused growing interest of numerous researchers fromdifferent disciplines and fields, and
significant progress has beenmade in exploring new andmore complex periodic structures, such as the photonic
crystalfibers/waveguides [1–3], optically induced photonic lattices [4–6], optical lattices (optical periodic
potentials formed by counter-propagating laser beams) [7, 8], etc.
When the self-focusing or defocusing nonlinearity comes into play, the physical systemswith periodic
potentials show a lot of new phenomena [7–16]; most notably, besides the ordinary (fundamental) solitons
supported by self-focusing effect, they can generate a novel class of solitons—the so-called bright gap solitons–
the localized states residing inside the finite band gaps of the underlying linear spectrumunder the action of
defocusing nonlinearity and the strong Bragg scattering (which leads to anomalous dispersion because of the
negative effectivemass) described above, contrary to thewell established concept that defocusing effect can only
support dark solitons in uniformmedia [2]. It have demonstrated, over the past years, that the gap solitons can
be created in diverse types of nonlinear periodic structures such as the optical fiber Bragg gratings [17], photonic
crystals [2] and lattices [4–6], atomic Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) trapped in optical lattices [14, 18, 19],
and quite recently, the exciton-polariton BECs in semiconductormicrocavities with reconfigurable lattice
structures [20–22]. Further, other types of spatially localized states can be found in such nonlinear periodic
settings as well, for example, vortex solitons carrying topological charge [23–25], multipole solitons [26] and
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truncated nonlinear Blochwaves (or gapwaves) [27–31]. In particular, the latter case is self-trapped localized
states with steep edges and arbitrary large atomnumbers localized in a great number of deep optical lattice sites,
which is distinct from the experimental realization of BEC gap solitons [19] under constraints of low atom
numbers and densities.
In themeanwhile, periodic potentials have recently been extended to the nonlinearity coefficient, which are
the ‘nonlinear lattices’ [32]whatwe now call. The inhomogeneousmodulation of nonlinearity has widely used
in nonlinear optics too, which is termed nonlinearitymanagement [33]. Contemporary and cutting-edge
fabrication technologies havemade it possible to create structures with the nonlinearity landscape of unique
properties featuring almost arbitrary transversemodulation [32]. As such, the study of soliton phenomena in
truly periodic nonlinear lattice (the nonlinearity embedded into a linear uniformmedium) is particularly
intriguing, since it departs from the case in conventional linear latticesmentioned abovewithmodulated
refractive index. The stabilization of solitons and vortical ones in nonlinear lattices [34–43], combined linear
and nonlinear lattices [44–47] is increasingly being studied in past years, and recently the interest is also on the
scenarios with inhomogeneousmodulations of nonlinearity [48–56]. In particular, spatially inhomogeneous
nonlinearmediawith a defocusing nonlinearity, whose local strength grows fast enough from the pivot to the
periphery, can uphold a vast variety of localized states, both the fundamental and higher-order solitons, which
are in the forms of solitary vortices (with arbitrarily vortex charges) [48], vortex rings [48], soliton gyroscopes
[49] and skyrmions [50], hopfions, complex hybridmodes, localized dark solitons and vortices [56].
In this work, we study in detail, theoretically and numerically, the existence and dynamics of one-
dimensionalmatter wave localized states in an optical lattice with a domain-wall-like Kerr nonlinearity,
characterized by different local (interatomic interaction) constant strengths at the two semi-infinite regions (and
thus can be expressed by a step function). Themodel is able to support several new types of asymmetric localized
states, including single- and double-hump soliton profiles, andmultihump structures, which are stable inwide
linear spectrum (finite band gaps) regions, verified by linear stability analysis and systematic simulations.We
discuss the physicalmechanism of the stabilization of these localized structures by such a combined linear lattice
periodic potentials and a simple step-function nonlinearitymodel.
We stress that there is a very clear contrast between ourmodel and the scenarios of semi-infinite periodic
lattices (the cases with a interface between an optical lattice and uniformmedia, while keeping the nonlinearity
constant), whichwerewidely investigated for the surface gap solitons possessing a combination of the unique
properties exhibited by gap solitons and common features typical for nonlinear surface waves [57–60].
Physically, such type of nonlinear surface solitons are spatially localized at the interface, since the chemical
potential (or propagation constant, in optics), whose value is imaginary for a gap soliton residing at the optical
lattice half interface, decides the penetration depth into uniformmedia, and therefore forming evanescent wave
in this half [57]. Since the presence of exponentially decaying tail (evanescent wave) in the uniformhalf, the
surface gap solitons existedmerely at the linear interface [57], while in ourmodel the nonlinear interface just
tunes the amplitude and shape of solitons, we thus do not term them surface solitons. Ourmodel is different
from the purely nonlinear interfaces supported by two different nonlinear coefficients (while the linear potential
is constant) [61–64], either [in particular, the theory of light-beampropagation at nonlinear interfaces had been
well developed in the literatures [63, 64] three decades ago]. Because of lacking of linear lattices with spatially
modulated refractive index and thus the fascinating tunable band gap in the system’s linear spectrum, such
nonlinear interfacesmodel, however, cannot support the localized states (both solitons and vortical ones) of gap
types. Themodel proposed here therefore introduces a full linear periodic potential and shares the properties of
purely nonlinear interfaces.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. In section 2, we present ourmodel and analyze the band-gap
diagramof Blochmodes in the linear periodic systems (the non-interacting BECs in optical lattices), the linear
stability analysis for the spatially localized nonlinearmodes based on eigenvalue problem is also introduced in
this section. Several kinds of asymmetric localized states, including single- and double-hump solitons, and
multihump structures, are predicted and studied systematically by numerical computation in section 3.
Section 4 discusses the experimental conditions for realizing the predicted solutions, concludes with a summary
and further extension.
2.Model
2.1. Themodel and band-gap spectrumofmatterwaves
Weconsider dynamics of atomic BECs loaded into an optical lattice with a domain-wall-type Kerr cubic
nonlinearity described by themean-fieldGross-Pitaevskii equation (or nonlinear Schrödinger equation) for
dimensionless scale of thewave functionψ(x, t):
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Here the real constant coefficients gl and gr are in the same sign, and thus the nonlinearity suffers a sudden
change only inmagnitude.We define the parameter γ=gr/gl, for the sake of discussion, and set g 1l º∣ ∣ . For
comparison, we also discuss the uniformnonlinearity at two constant nonlinear coefficients g1 and g2 whose
valueswill be specifically given below. The nonlinearity inherent to BECs because of the inevitable atom-atom
collisions could be tunedwith the popular technique called Feshbach resonance.We stress that the equation (1)
also describes optical wave propagation in nonlinear optics with a replacement of time t by propagation
distance z.
The stationary solution of wave functionψ(x, t) is usually sought as x t x i t, expy f m= -( ) ( ) ( )with
chemical potentialμ, in doing so the equation (1) satisfies
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Tounderstand thematter-wave localizedmodes and their properties in themodel with linear periodic lattice
(optical lattice) it is necessary to givefirst the relevant band-gap structure. The linearization of equation (3)
results into the following eigenvalue equation:
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The solution of eigenvalue problem (equation (4)) can produce the underlying band-gap spectrumμ(K ),
characterized by themomentumK inside such periodic lattice. Specifically, according to thewell-known
Bloch’s theoremborrowing from solid-state physics, eigenfunctions of equation (4)f are periodic solutions
known as Floquet-Blochmodes, and represented by theirmomentumK inside the lattice, provided that
eigenvaluesμ inside the energy (Bloch) bands. Typical Floquet-Blochmode atmomentumK is written as
x x iKxexpK Kf = F( ) ( ) ( ), here periodic functionΦK(x)with a period equaling to that of the lattice. In doing so,
we can get the band-gap spectrum for an optical lattice (we refer the readers to consult the very relevant papers in
[65, 66] and books in [2, 3] formore details). As shown infigure 1 for the example atV0=6, besides the usual
semi-infinite gap, thefirst twofinite band gaps are also existed. Inside these band gaps there are not any localized
waves in linear case, asmentioned above, while such an acknowledgement would be overturned in the nonlinear
scenariowhere a combination of periodicity and nonlinearity would lead to the appearance of families of
different localized states in such linearly forbidden band gaps.
2.2. Stability analysis of localizedmodes
To settle the stability problemof localizedmodes, we take the perturbed solutions as
t i t i texp exp exp , 5y f u l w l m= + + -[ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )
Figure 1.Band-gap structure of linear spectrumμ(K ), induced by the optical lattice V xsin0 2( ) forV0=6. Regions SIG, 1st BG and
2nd BG correspond, respectively, to the semi-infinite gap, thefirst and second band gaps (similarly hereinafter in figures 3 and 8).
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here υ andω are the real and imaginary parts of infinitesimal perturbation eigenfunctions,λ is the homologous
perturbation eigenvalue (or growth rate). The linearization of equation (1) around stationary solutionf found
from equation (3) results in the eigenvalue problem forλ
i V x g x
1
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sin , 6xx 0 2 2lu w m w f w= - + + +[ ( )] ( ) ( )
i V x g x
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The linear stability analysis of perturbed localized solutions and associated growth rateλ based on the
perturbation equations (6) and (7) can be solved numerically, and evidently, the perturbed localizedmodes are
stable as long as Re(λ)=0 for all the eigenvalues (λ).
3. Asymmetric spatially localizedmodes
3.1. Single- and double-humpmatter-wave structures
Wefirst investigate the formation of fundamental localizedmodes, e.g., the aforementioned single-humpwave
structures in the forms of ordinary solitons and gap ones existingwithin semi-infinite gap and finite band gaps of
the relevant linear spectrum, separatively, and under the self-attractive and self-repulsive nonlinearities. As a
matter of fact, it should be noticed, in the condition of uniformnonlinearity, that such single-hump structures
are known as symmetricalmodes. For comparison, we have plotted these ordinary solitons in figure 2(a), and the
gap solitons as populated in thefirst two band gaps infigures 2(b) and (c), for the two constant nonlinearities g1
and g2 (the former is in dotted red lines, and dashed blue lines for the latter), under the same chemical potential
μ. One can clearly observe that both kinds of solitons shrink at larger nonlinearity g2, conforming to the
nonlinear saturationmechanismof the physical system. And due to this fact, the corresponding single-hump
localizedwave structures, supported by the current domain-wall-like nonlinearity given in equation (2), stand in
themiddle of the cases with constant nonlinearities g1 and g2.
Interestingly, the unique property of our nonlinearity renders the localizedwaves stay away from the centre
x=0, resulting in asymmetrical shapes of thewave structures (besides the single-hump structures here in
figures 2(a)–(c), asymmetric spatially localizedmodes are also for the double-hump structures andmultihump
ones below infigures 5 and 6). To elucidate the principle of this deviation, we define a parameterΔx tomeasure
the off-centre value between peak position of the solitons and geometric center x=0. A scrutinized analysis
found that the deviationΔx>0 for ordinary solitons infigure 1(a), whileΔx<0 for localizedmodes inside
the band gaps infigures 1(b), (c). The former casemay be explained by the fact that, tomaintain a balance in the
current step nonlinearity, the asymmetric localizedwaves prefer to stay at the (right) side of larger self-focusing
nonlinearity (gr=−4) inwhich the threshold value of normN0 for generating a stable ordinary soliton is
smaller compared to the other (left) sidewith lower nonlinearity (gl=−1). For the latter in band gaps, by
Figure 2.Profiles of the stable (single-hump) fundamental solitons supported by the optical lattice and different types of nonlinearity:
uniformnonlinearities (the dotted red and dashed blue lines) and the domain-wall-like shape given by equation (2) (black solid lines),
in the semi-infinite gap (a), and thefirst (b) and second (c) band gaps.Here and infigures 4 and 5, the parameterΔx represents the
shifting value of peak positions (of the solitons) between the cases in uniform anddomain-wall-like nonlinearities. (d)The changes of
Δxwith the variation of γ atμ=3within thefirst band gap, dashed blue line is thefitting one.
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contrast, a bigger defocusing nonlinearity (gr=4), which repels thewave on the right half side, squeezes the
wave to the left side (gl=1), leading to a negativeΔx. Such deviationΔx (absolute value) grows inmuch higher
band gaps owning to theirmuch stronger Bragg scattering, as seen froma comparison offigures 1(b) and (c).We
further found, fromnumerous calculations, that theΔx decreases quickly with an increase of γ, and then reaches
to a certain value at large γ , as shown for the case atμ=−3 (infirst band gap) infigure 1(d).
A series of numerical computations, relied on the linear stability analysis (perturbation equations (6) and (7))
and dynamical equation (1), demonstrate that such single-humpmatter-wave structures are very stable,
exceptional cases are those near the band edges where exist weak oscillatory instability (λr ∼10−3−10−2)
which, particularly, growswhen going deeper inside band gaps, see the relevant linear stability results in the top
panel offigure 4 and its representative dynamical evolution for both stable and unstable perturbationmodes in
the bottom left and right panels.
Besides the single-humpwave structures, the presentmodel also supports different double-hump localized
modes, which, depending on their shapes, can be categorized as two types—with one zero (node) and lack
thereof, examples of them are plotted infigure 5. A common feature of both types localizedmodes is that they
are composed by a single-hump localized state and a triple-humpone at constant nonlinearities g1 and g2,
respectively. Their stability regionswithin thefirst two band gaps are collected infigure 3.
Figure 3.Number of atomsN versus chemical potentialμ for different types of localized states, induced by the optical lattice atV0=6
and domain-wall-like nonlinearity with γ=4. The structure of the single-humpmodes corresponding to themarked black points I1,
I2 and I3 is shown infigures 2(a), (b), (c). The double-humpmodes for themarked points IIa1 and IIa2 are respectively shown in
figures 5(a), (b), while IIb1 and IIb2 are infigures 5(c), (d). Shaded regions depict the linear Bloch bands.
Figure 4.Top: real part of the perturbation growth rate (λr) versus chemical potential (μ) for the single-hump fundamental solitons.
Bottom: Temporal evolution of stable (left) and unstable (right) localizedmodes corresponding to themarked points I2 and I4 on the
top and in figure 3.
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Despite surface localized states, including surface solitons and gap ones, have beenwidely considered at two
classes of interfaces: the purely nonlinear interface (orwith an additional aperiodic potential) [61, 62], and at the
interface between a semi-infinite lattice and uniformmedia (with a constant nonlinearity) [57–60], thesemodels
have restrictions: the former does not exhibit unique feature of linear periodic potential, the latter loses the
nonlinearity-mediated (e.g., step nonlinearity) stabilization, and the lattice potential is only limited to half plate
(not thewhole space). Therefore, the investigation of localized states in the presentmodel—full period
potentials with a domain-wall-like nonlinearity—is relatively new.Our physical setting (and thereby the
predicted asymmetric localized states) integrates specific properties typical for periodic potentials and nonlinear
interfaces. It is alsoworthwhilementioning here that the localized states, supported by the above two kinds of
interfaces, are spatially localized at and near the interface, while a notable characteristic of the predicted
asymmetric localized states (in ourmodel) can be loosely localized and occupymany lattice sites (thus across the
interface in both directions), see the followingmultiple-peakwaves structures infigure 6.
3.2.Multiple-peakmatter-waves structures
The above predicted localized states, including both single-hump fundamental solitons and double-humpones,
are all populated at and near the nonlinear interface, a natural question onemay ask lies inwhether localized
states can be existed across such interface? If possible, subsequent questions arise: what are the formation
Figure 5.Two families of double-hump localized states: with one zero nodes (a), (b) andwithout nodes (c), (d).
Figure 6.Two families of triple-peak localized states: with one zero nodes (dashed line) and the impending patterns (solid line)
originating from thefirst (a) and second (b) band gaps. (c), (d): The similar cases for quadruple-peak localized structures.
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conditions and how to generate them?Are they stable infinite band gaps? To this end,Wenow test the possibility
for creatingmultiple-peak (ormultihump)wave structures, which are of particular interest in experiments too,
since the experimental observed BEC gap solitonswere at very low atomnumbers (it is thus a challenging task to
realize them in conventional labs) [19].
Numerical simulations suggest that themodel also supports triple-peak and quadruple-peak localized states,
as seen from the typical examples of the former lying in the first and second band gaps portrayed infigures 6(a)
and (b). Representativemodes for the latter are shown in thefigures 6(c) and (d).We emphasize that both
localized states occupy several lattice sites (hence they go beyond the nonlinear interface), and can aswell be
classified as two kinds depending on the number of zero (node)—with one and null, like their double-peak
counterparts infigure 5. Stable evolutions of the triple-peak and quadruple-peak localized states are
demonstrated infigure 7 through direct numerical simulations of them in real time. Their stability regions are
collected infigure 8. Based on these results, we speculate andfirmly believe that differentmatter-wave structures
withmore peaks—broad asymmetric localized states—can be constructed theoretically and realized in
experiments.
Figure 8.NormN versus chemical potentialμ for families of different localized states: triple-peak structures (the two lines IIIa and IIIb
at the bottom) and the quadruple-peakmodes (the first two lines IVa and IVb at the top).Marked points IIIa1 (dark) and IIIb1 (gray)
are plotted infigure 6(a), the points IIIa2 and IIIb2 are in figure 6(b); similarly, IVa1 (blue) and IVb1 (red) are in (c), IVa2 and IVb2 are in
(d) of the same figure.
Figure 7.Temporal evolutions of triple-peak (a), (c) and quadruple-peak (b), (d) impending localized states infigures 6(a), (b) and (c),
(d). The stable localized states are shown in panels (a, b) and the unstable patterns for panels (c), (d).
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4. Conclusion
We studied dynamics of one-dimensional atomic Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) in an optical lattice with a
domain-wall-like Kerr cubic nonlinearity, whose strength ismade up of two different constants in both
directions (the left and right half-planes), in the framework of themean-fieldGross-Pitaevskii equation. Several
new types of localized states with asymmetric shape—asymmetric localized states, including single-, double- and
multiple-humpmodes, inside relevant gaps (both semi-infinite and thefirst twofinite band gaps) of the
underlying linear spectrum, are found.We have analyzed the physicalmechanismof such localizedwave
structures, and addressed their stability properties bymeans of linear stability analysis and direct numerical
simulations. A notable feature is the existence of stablemultiple-peakwave structures infinite band gaps,
making the observation of localizedwaves of gap typemore accessible in conventional ultracold atoms
laboratories, since a facing challenge to observe localized gap solitons is the low atomdensities [the reported
result is only about 250 atoms] [19].
SinceGross-Pitaevskii equation is the fundamental governing system equivalent to the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation in nonlinear optics, thereby besides the BECs loaded into an optical lattice, the predicted
solutions can also be realized in other periodic potentials, including fiber Bragg gratings, photonic crystals and
lattice, as well as the ordinarywaveguide arrays. As such, a natural extension is to study the asymmetric localized
states and their propagation dynamics in such nonlinear optical systems, particularly in experiments. An issue of
great interest is to considermore complicated situationswith increasing dimensions and ingredients like the
two-component system.
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